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This thesis consists of two chapters which are
independent in subject matter. However, the primary
aim in both chapters is to investigate the relationship
between a given topological space and an appropriate
space of continuous functibns defined on the topological
space. Chapter I deals with ordered topological
spaces and the semi-algebras of monotonic continuous
real-valued functions defined on them. Chapter II
deals with the P-spaces of Gillman and Henriksen and the
rings, or algebras, of continuous complex-valued functions
defined on them.
Each chapter consists of an introduction and sections
numbered §u . in each section, propositions are marked
u.v , where u is the section number, v the
proposition number. There is no attempt to classify
results into theorems, propositions and lemmas.
I am greatly indebted to my research supervisor
Professor P.F. Bonsall for the constant guidance and
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OEA.PTBR 1
SEMI-A.LGBBRAS OF MONOTONIO FUNCTIONS
Introduction
Topological spaces on which, an order relation is
also defined were first studied by Nachbin beginning in
the year 1947. His results are available in the book
"Topology and Order" ([10]). With each ordered topolog¬
ical space is associated the semi-algebra consisting of
the non-negative real-valued continuous monotonic incre¬
asing functions defined on the space. The systematic
study of this semi-algebra was initiated by Bonsall in
fsj.
The relations between topological spaces and the
rings of real-valued continuous functions which they
carry, are dealt with in the book "Rings of continuous
functions" by Gillman and Jerison ([7]). Our approach
to the study of an ordered topological space and the
semi-algebra it carries, is basically that which is
adopted in this book, although on a much smaller scale.
In working with semi-algebras, one is unable to
use the usual notion of a maximal ideal. The concent
of a bi-ideal is introduced and, to a limited extent,
this notion plays a role analogous to that of an ideal o
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in a ring of continuous functions.
il contains the basic information on ordered
topological spaces which is used in the text. Our main
interest is in the treatment of an ordered topological
space as a bitopological space, that is, a set on which
two topologies are defined. $2 deals with the semi-
algebra of monotonic functions which is associated with
an ordered topological space. In S3, the notion of a bi-
ideal in a pair of semi-algebras is introduced, and the
basic information obtained. The structure space of max¬
imal bi-ideals is defined in $4. For the case of a
monotonically completely regular space, the structure
space leads to a compactification for the space. This
circle of ideas is developed in <#5, £6 and §7* In §3
we introduce a notion of connectedness•in an ordered
topological space, and i»9 discusses the interplay be¬
tween order connectedness and the existence of idempotents
in the associated semi-algebra.
4? 1 Ordered topological spaces
A quasi-order on a set X , denoted by , is a
reflexive, transitive relation on X. When is also
anti-symmetric, it is called a partial order.
An ordered topological space is a triple (X,J",^),
where X is a set, T is a topology on X , and ^ is
a quasi-order on X . When ^ is a partial order,
(X, 7", ■£) is called a partially ordered topological
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space. The order <> is said to be closed if it is
closed as a subset of XkX in the product topology.
A subset A of X is said to be lower if y e A and
x & y implies x € A . An upper set is defined dually.
The set of all lower sets which are open is denoted by
, and the set of all upper sets which are open is
denoted by 1M • It is easily seen that <£> and 'IX,
are topologies on X , which are called the lower
topology and upper topology, respectively, for (X,T%^).
We say that (X, <0 is inonotonically T^ if, given
x , y € X with x y , there exists L € *6, U € It-
sue h that y & L , x ^ L , and x 6 IT , y ^ U .
(X, J~, ^.) is said to be monotonically separated if
given x , y e X with x ^ y , there exists L e «£ ,
U € %C with LAU = , and y € L , x £ U . We say
that (X, T", -£_) is convex if 'J~ has a sub-base
consisting of the sets in and H , or equivalently,
if every open set in T" can be written as the inter¬
section of an open upper set and an open lower set.
We adopt the following notation. If and
are topologies on X , is defined to be the
coarsest topology on X containing both ,17 and .
With this notation, (X, r,so ^ convex if and only
if T = j£+U.
The most important ordered topological spaces
turn out to be convex and monotonically separated. In
this direction we have the following result.
1.1 (Nachbin) Let (X,J~, £) be a partially
ordered topological space. If T is compact and £ is
closed, then (X, J™, i. ) is convex and monotonically
separated.
For a proof of this result, see [10] p.46 (Theorem
4) and p.48 (Theorem 5).
Given (X, J", <,) with lower and upoer topologies
and 10 , denote by ^ and -ic the relations on X
defined by
x &£ y if and only if, given L € <*C , y £ L =$> x & L.
x £-11 y if and only if, given U £"?£<■, x £ U ^ y £ U.
Then it is easily seen that and are in fact
quasi-orders on X .
1.2 If (X, T~, £ ) is monotonically T-j_ , then £ ,
and ^u ave identical.
proof: Let x y . Then obviously x ^ y and x *?^y .
Suppose on the other hand that x d, y . By the hypothesis
there exists Le/- , UeXt such that y £ L , x d L
and x £ U , y 4 U • This implies that and
x , and hence the result.
1.5 If (X, jH, ^) is monotonically T-j_ and convex,
then (X,f, * ) = (X, U-+20 , 4/) .
proof; The oroof is immediate from 1.2 .
It follows that a convex, monotonically Tj_ space
is completely determined, by its lower and upper topolog¬
ies, and we can write (X,J", £) as a bi-topological
space (X,X , U) .
Bi-topological spaces were introduced and studied
by Kelly £9j. There is a certain parallel between the
theory of bi-topological spaces and the theory of ordered
topological spaces. 1.3 gives a class of ordered
topological spaces which can be treated as bi-topological
spaces. The converse problem of determining a class of
bi-topological spaces which, can be treated as ordered
topological spaces is left open.
By 1.1 , compact spaces with a closed partial
order are convex and monotonically T-, , and so are
determined as bi-topological spaces. We give another
important example.
Example The real line R with its natural topology
and order is easily shown to be convex and monotonically
separated.
Let (X±,3Jf £j) and (X^, be ordered top¬
ological spaces. When there is no ambiguity, we use £
to denote the quasi-order in both X2 and XA. A mapping
Z from Xt into XA is said to be monotonic increasing
if and only if
x , y a Xjj. and x 6 y c(x) £ c(y) .
A monotonic decreasing mapping is defined dually.
The following result shows when a monotonic mapping
can be considered as a mapping which is continuous in
two pairs of topologies. For the case X_^ = R , this
reduces to Theorem 7(iii) in [3] .
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1.4 Let C be a mapping from (X^JJ", A) into a
monotonically and convex space (X^jj^, £ ) . Let
9 ^4 5 resPecHvs lower and upper
topologies in Xx and X^ . Then the following conditioner
are equivalent.
(a) C is monotonic increasing and continuous in
the topologies and .
(b) V is continuous in both pairs of topologies
end ty, .
proof: Suppose (a) holds. Then the inverse image of
an open lower set in is an open lower set in X± ,
and dually for open upper sets. Thus (b) holds.
Now suppose that (b) holds. Let T be an open
set in JJ , By convexity, T = L f) U where L f
and U £ '1hA. Prom (b), r~*(L) and I ^(U) £ . Hence
?7"2(T) = C~-*(L n U) = l'L{L)nC*(U) £ Tt ..
Therefore, Z is continuous in the topologies and .
To show that Z is monotonic increasing, suppose that
x , y € Xx and C(x) c(y). Since X^ is monoton-
ically , there exists Le Xx such that C(y) € L
but C(x) L . Prom (b) , £"*(L) £ Xi . Also, y g C^L)
but x . Hence x £ y . Therefore, (a) holds.
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§2 Semi-al,zebras of monotonic functions
Given an ordered topological space (X,T, s) , ws
define the following sets of functions.
When there is no confusion as to which ordered
topological space is referred to, we write for the last
two sets
A semi-algebra (of continuous functions) is a sub¬
set A of Cp(X) such that
f , g e A a» f + g € .A ,
AiO and f A Xf € A j
f , g £■ A fg 6 A .
All the sets defined above are easily seen to be
semi-algebras. A* and A*" are referred to as semi-
algebras of monotonic increasing, respectively decreasing,
real-valued functions.
We shall have occasion to refer to the lattice
operations on C (X) . Given f , g £ Cp(X) define
.LV
The functions f„g and fAg so defined are continuous.
Af = C+(X, £) ,
A4 = C+(X, at) .
(fvg)(x) = max {f(x) ,g(x)jr »
(fyyg) (x) = min -{f(x) ,g(x)} .m
A* , A4, (and C(t(X) ) are stable under the latticeK
operations, that is,
f , g € =» f¥g and fAg Ar .
Moreover, A* and A* are reductive in the following
sense.
f € A* , Ai 0 ** (f - >)„0 € Ar .
By a closed semi-algebra we mean a semi-algebra
which is a closed subset of Op(X) in the tocology of
uniform convergence on compacts.
A semi-algebra A is tyoe-l if it satisfies the
condition
f
f « A =s> ------ € a .
<4. |
The semi-algebras A and A are closed and
type-1 . Moreover they contain the identity 1 and
hence all non-negative constants. It was proved by
Bonsall in [2.3 that the type-1 condition characterizes
A* and A1 , in the following sense.
+
2.1 Let A S C^(X) be a closed type-1 semi-algebra
containing the unit function 1 . Let be the quasi-
order on X defined by
x if and only if, given f & A , f(x) -A f(y) .
Then, A = Af = G^(X, ^) .
Given f € C„(X) > zero set 2(f) of f is
defined by
2(f) = {x € X : f (x) = 0} .
When f £ A* , Z(f) is a closed lower set and is called
a lower zero set . An unper zero set is defined dually.
Note that if 2(g) (g€ A4') is an upper zero set,
9
then setting f = (4~~~Z - 1)»0 ? we have f € A* andJ- T Q
g(x) =0 if and only if f(x) > 1 . Hence upper zero
sets are precisely the sets of the form
fx 6 I : f(x) l) ( f <£ Ar ) .
Similarly, lower zero sets are precisely the sets of
the form
-fx e X : g(x) £ lj ( g e A* ) .
The family of all lower zero sets is denoted by
9* and the family of all upper zero sets by ^ .
An elementary fact about zero sets is the following.
2.2 A and ^ are closed under finite unions and
countable intersections.
proof; (a) Let fj_ , fg € Af. Then f 1 f^ C A*"
and 2(f1) U Z(fg) = z(f±f2^ .
(b) Let {/n} be a sequence in . Since
Z(f 1) = 2(fn) we can assume that Jlf \\ < 1 .
Then _n T
f = A-* 2 f is in A , and1^1 n
2(f) = A 2(f ) .
ml 11
Similar proofs hold for ^ .
i? 3 Ideals and bi-ideals
Let A £ CR(X) be a semi-algebra of continuous
functions containing 1 . An ideal of A is a subset
I of A such that
, g€l,h€A,AjtO ^ f + g , Af , hf € I .-PX
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I is proper if I / A . It is clear that I is
proper if and only if 1^1. Henceforth we assume
that ail ideals considered are proper.
Ideals of A* have been studied by Page fll] , who
showed that for the compact case, each point of the
ordered topological space is associated with a closed
prime type-1 ideal.
That each point cannot be associated with an ideal
in A which is maximal with respect to set inclusion,
is shown by the following example.
Example Let (X, J",^) be the unit interval [.0,1]
with its usual topology and order. Given p € X , let
I = {f € Ar : f(p) = 0} .
sr
Then I is an ideal of A* . For all p € X we have
p
I Q I0 ,"p o
and if p ^ 0 , the inclusion is proper, so that I ,
2
for example, is not maximal.
The above situation is in contrast to that for the
ring 0 ( , where all' ideals of the form
K
Mp = {f ecR([c,ij) : f(p) = oj ( PC [0,1]) ,
are maximal with respect to set inclusion.
We introduce the notion of a bi-ideal in a pair of
s emi-algebras.
Definition Let A and B be sub-semi-algebras of
Cjt(X) /, and let I , J be ideals in A and B resp¬




only if , given i € I , j C J , the element i + j
is singular in CJ^(X) . A bi-ideal in (A,B) is a
pair (l,J) which is proper.
Remark There are other conceivable definitions of
'proper® pairs. For example, instead of requiring i + j
to be singular in C*(X) , we could require it to be
singular in the least semi-algebra containing both A
and B . We choose the above form because of its
application to A^ and A* .
Since i + j is singular in C*(X) if and only
if Z(i + j) = Z(i)AZ(j) ^ $ , we have the following
alternative definition of a bi-ideal.
Definition (alternative) . With notation as before,
(l,j) is a bi-ideal in (A,B) if and only if, given
i 6 I, D e J , Z(i) A Z(j) ^ f .
Two bi-ideals (li*Jl) and (-'-g'^g) are "k°
be related by pairwise set inclusion if and only if
I SI and J, C J„ . I ft this case we write
1 g 12
(ll,Jl) £ (lg,J2) •
5.1 Bi-ideals are inductively ordered by pairwise
set inclusion.
The proof of this statement is standard and will
be omitted.
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It follows from Zorn's lemma that every hi-ideal
is contained in a maximal (with respect to pairwise set
inclusion) bi-ideal. We prove the following stronger
statement on the existence of maximal hi-ideals.
—— Let {fA ; A € Aj and {e* : he sub¬
sets of A and B such that the family of zero-sets
| Z(fA) , Z(gJ) i Ac A and w €■&}
is non-empty, has non-empty members, and has the finite
intersection property. Then there exists a maximal bi-
ideal (M,N) for which, given Ac A , oo & O ,
fA g M and g^C N .
proof: Define a subset I of A as follows.
If A = f , let I = (0) . Otherwise, let
I = £f C A : Z(f) ~3l f) Z(f^) the intersection
being finite 3 •
It is readily verified that I is an ideal in A .
An ideal J of B is defined analagously.
It follows from the finite intersection property
of the zero sets that (l,J) is a bi-ideal. Evidently,
f. € I , € J for all Ae A , Wf O . Now by Zorn's
lemma, (l,J) is contained in a maximal hi-ideal
(M,N) which has the required properties.
The following characterization of maximal bi-ideals
will be frequently used.
5.5 Let (M,N) be a maximal bi-ideal and let f £ A.
Then f O! if and only if given m CM , n €. N , we have
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2(f) n Z(m) H Z(n) ^ / .
A dual statement holds for N .
proof; (a) Suppose f £ M . Given ra 6 M , ft £ N ,
we have f + m € M . Hence
Z(f) A Z(m) O Z(n) = Z(f + m) H Z(n) / / .
(b) Suppose f £ A satisfies the given con¬
dition. Let (M,f) denote the ideal in A generated by
M and f . Then (M,f) consists of elements of the
form m + af where m € M , a £ A . Given n £ N ,
Z(m + af) f) Z(n) = Z(m) Z(af) C\ Z(n)
2 Z(f) (1 Z(m) n Z( n)
/ t ■
Hence ((M,f),N) is a bi~ideal containing (M,N) .
By maximality, (M,f) = M , so that f £ M .
Corollary 1 Let (M,N) be a maximal bi-ideal and
let f € M . If f € A and Z(f ) 2 Z(f.) , then
1 2 -o 1
f2 € M .
proof: immediate from the above.
Corollary 2 Let (M,N) be a maximal bi-ideal and
let f , fg g A . Then f^ + fg € M if and only if
f
^ M and fg € M .
proof; Since Z(f^ + fg) C Z(f ) and Z(f^ + fg)
<£. ^(fg) , by corollary 1 , f^ + fp € M implies
f £ M and fg £ M . Conversely, f^ £ M and fg € M
implies f + f £ M by definition.
_L
An ideal I of A is said to be prime if and only
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if given f , fg £ A and f1fp & I , then either
f £ I or f0€l • A bi-ideal (l,J) is said to bel ^
k"r)jriiTi£ /pairw-ls-e prlm-a if and only if given f £ A , g £ B and
fg = 0 , then either f € I or g £ J . The bi-ideal
(l,J) is said to be prime if it is oaiwifle prime and (
both I and J are prime in A and 3 respectively.
Just as maximal ideals in rings are prime, so
maximal bi-idea'ls are prime.
5.4 Every maximal bi-ideal is prime.
proof: Let (M,N) be a maximal bi-ideal. To show
that M is prime, let , fP £ A-M . By 3.5 , there
exist , mg £ M , n^ , ng £ N such that
z(f1) n z(mi) n z(n1) = / ,
z(f8) n z(m2) n z(tig) = / .
It follows that
Z(fif2) n Z(m1 + mg) H Z(n1 + ng) = # .
so that M " Tilus ^ is P^ifne. Similarly N
is prime.
To show that (M,N) is bi-prime, let f € A-M
and g C B-N . Again by 3.3 , there exist , mg £ M,
nl ' n2 e ^ such thai
Z(f) n z(m1) A Z(ni) = f) ,
Z(g) n Z(mg) A z(ng) = f .
Since Z(m-j_) O Z(n-]_) D Z(mg) f) Z(ng)
= Z(mi + mg) A Z(n1 + ng) ^ ^ ,
we must have Z(f) U Z(g) ^ x , and so fg / 0 ,
Thus (M,N) is bi-prime.
The structure space
In this section, A and B again denote sub-serai-
algebras of C^(X) . Our aim is to topologize and order
the set of maximal bi-ideais in (A,B) .
Let ?1V denote the set of all maximal bi-ideals in
(A,B) . Given f £ A , and g £ B , define
Ff = £(M,N) € : f 6 M} ,
C- = { (M,N) £ 7%,! g € II} .
4.JL Topologies and a can be defined on
by taking as a base for the closed sets, all sets of
the form G and F respectively.
8 I
proof; We show that the family of sets of the form
F^ (f € A) , is closed under finite unions. Let f^ ,
f € A . Then f-,f0 € A . By 3.4 , every (M,N) £ ^7t2 1 &
is prime. Hence
(M,N) £ F f1f2 £ M ,flf2 ~
<& f € M or f9 £ M ,
(IvI, N) € Ff> u Ff. •X1 2
Therefore F~ {J F- = F- ~ . Closure under finite
"1 O J-
unions is proved by finite induction. Similarly, all
sets of the form G (g £ B) are closed under finite
unions.
Remark ; The topologies jP and a can also be
defined by the "hull-kernel" method.
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A partial ordering is defined on Ifflt as follows.
Let «£ be the relation on 1$l determined by
k (MgjNg) if and only if 2 M9 and N C Ng .
Then it is easy to see that < is indeed a partial
ordering on 22ft .
Definition: The structure space for (A,B) is the
partially ordered topological space
(Tii, «#, 4) ,
where ,<f = (P+ 41 and ^ is the partial ordering on
121 defined above.
4.2 Given f 6 A , g e B , then F - is a (closed)
lower set and G is a (closed) upper set in the space
g
proof: F^ and G are closed by definition. We show
j- g
that is lower. Let (Mg,N^) £ F^ and let (M^,N^)
k (M ,N„) . Then M 2 M0 . Since f € M 5 we havezd /O 1 /O
f € M , so that (M^,N-j_) . Hence Ff is lower.
Similarly G is upper.
LT
4.5 The topological space ( 22ft$&) is a T^-space.
proof: Suppose (M ,11.) ^ (M„.,N0) • We can assume
IX <2 "
without loss of generality that $£ Mg . There exists
rai ^ ^1 suclfl ra1 ^ Mg " ^•'riUS (Mi .) e. F'm^ but
(MpjNp) ^ F . Therefore 1$l-F is a i2>-neighbour-
hood of (MgjNg) which does not contain (M^,N-^) .
Next, if Mr> M , there exists mp 6 Mg such
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that nig <k£ ]yr . Proceeding as above, we obtain a
neighbourhood of (M.,N.) which does not contain (M0,N0).11 c c
If M Q , then since (M^,N^) and (l/y., TTg)
are distinct maximal bi-ideals, we must have N ^ HI .
<j 1
There exists n e N such that n d PL . Then (M0,H0)
£ Gn but 0. GQ . Hence is a (P-
neighbourhood of which does not contain (^gjNg) *
Thus each of (M^,PL) and (Mg,Ng) has a neighbour¬
hood which does not contain the other, and ($$, %%)
is a T -space.
Remark; The (Jacobson) structure space for the ring of
continuous functions on an arbitrary topological space
is Hausdorff. It appears that is not always
Hausdorff, so that our theory differs here from the
analagous theory for rings of continuous functions.
The next result is essentially a lemma towards
proving that the structure space is compact.
4.4 Let f , f® € A and g , g' e B . Then
(i) Z(f) n Z(f!) = 0 ^ F n?., = 0 ,
JL I
(ii) Z(g)nz(g') = 0 * Go-nGcr' = ^ '
o o
(iii) Z(f)/)Z(g) = 0 => F>r\G = 0 .
s
proof; (i) Suppose (M,N) £ F^(\F . Then f £ M
and f' € M and. hence f + f® el . Prom the definition
of a bi-ideal, Z(f + f') = Z(f) f) Z(f') / 0 .
(ii) is proved similarly.
(iii) Suppose (M.N) € F„f\ G . Then f € I/I andT p>
g £ IT . Prom the definition of a bi-ideal, Z(f)/lZ(g) 0 0,
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4.5 The structure space (731, , £) is compact.
proof; $$ has a closed sub-baae consisting of sets of
the form F„ and G ( f € A and g & B ) . Let
f g 1-fFf , G : A € A and co e O i
"A
be a family of these sets with the finite intersection
property. It follows from 4.4 that the family of zero-
g S"t s ^
~[z(fA) , Z(gJ : \zA and ^ eOj
has the finite intersection property. By 3.2 , there
exists a maximal bi-ideal (M,N) such that for all
X £A. 9 to €.a , we have
fx 6 M and g & N .
This means that (M,N) Q F^ , (M,N) € G
Therefore
(m,H) e n {i fA ' \gOi * A £ yV , &U £ Q^
Compactness now follows from a theorem in general
topology. See, for example, [~14j p. 112 Theorem
4.6 Let f , f' € A g' £ B . Then




(ii) Ggnag! = g
(iii) if z(f)uz(g)
proofs (M,N) £ Ff+f'
f + f € M
4^ f € M and f £ M
«=* (M,N) e Ff n Ffi
Therefore F
f+f'
then Ff \j Gg = ^t .
( 5,3 corollary 2 )
= J;1 nF ,
f n f •
Similarly (ii)
r+g'
= g n g ,
g s
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Now suppose that Z(f) (J Z(g) = X , or equiv-
alently, fg = 0 . Then
(M,N) € =» f € M or g e N (by 3.4 ) ,
'-4 (M,N) £ Ff or . (M,N) £ G
o
=4 (M,N) £ F~ U G
1 g
Hence F U G = .
-1- 8
& 5 Monotonically completely regular spaces
An ordered topological space (X, T~, 1&) is said to
monotonically completely regular if and only if it is
monotonically separated and
( i) If U & 11 is an upper neighbourhood of a point
p e X , there exists f e A.1" such that 0 £ f £ 1 and
f(p) = 1 , f(X-U) = 0 .
(ii) If L € is a lower neighbourhood of a point
p € X , there exists g £ A*" such that 0 < g £ 1 and
g(p) = 1 j g(X-L) = 0 .
This definition coincides with Nachbin's definition
of a ifuniformizable preordered space" in the case when
(X, J", £.) is convex. ( [10J p. 52 ) .
Note that in condition (i) above, the function
g = 1 - f has the property that 0 < g £ 1 , g(p)
= 0 , g(X-U) = 1 . A similar statement holds for (ii) .
These equivalent formulations will be used interchange¬
ably.
5.1 (Nachbin). A compact monotonically separated
ordered topological space is monotonically completely
regular.
This is proved in (ioj Theorem 7 p. 55
Monotonically completely regular spaces play the
same role in the study of A* and A* as completely
regular spaces do in the study of the ring 0^(X) .
We show in this section that we lose nothing in the
study of the algebraic properties of Af and A* by
assuming that (X, J~, £) is monotonically completely
regular.
Recall that "a. is the family of lower zero-sets
and is the family of upper zero-sets.
5.2 Let (X,T, be monotonically separated.
Then (X,T , i) is monotonically completely regular if
and only if is a closed base for 11 and Oj* is a
closed base for £, .
proof; (a) Suppose that (X, J", <) is monotonically
completely regular. Let U £ "XC and p €: U . Then there
exists f € Ar such that f(p) =1 » f(X-U) = 0 .
Hence p € X-Z(f) C U which shows that is a
closed base for u since X-Z(f) is an open upper set
given f £ A* . Similarly is a closed base for X,
(b) Suppose that and ^ are closed bases
for and respectively. Let U £ 1i/, p €U . By
the hypothesis, there exists f € A such that p e
-21-
X-Z(f) Q U . Then X-U C Z(f) and f(p) = r >0 .
Define
f = iAi .
Then f» Af , 0<f'^l , f'(p) = 1 » f' (X-U) = 0 .
Hence condition (i) of the definition of monotonic
complete regularity is satisfied. Similarly, condition
(ii_) is satisfied.
Given p £ X, f € , we say that Z(f) is a
lower zero-set neighbourhood of p if Z(f) contains
an «£ -neighbourhood of p . An upper zero-set neigh¬
bourhood is defined dually.
5.5 Let (X, T, * ) be monotonically completely
regular and let p 6 L € X . 'Then there exists Z £ ^
and Z' € such that
p € X-Z' £ Z £ L .
A dual statement holds for p £ U £ u.
proof; By monotonic complete regularity, there exists
g £ A* such that g(p) = 1 , g(X-L) = 0 . Let
Z = {x e X : g(x) 2 i }
Z' = {x € X : g(x) 4. f }
Then Z and Z' have the required properties
Corollary The lower zero-set neighbourhoods of a
given point p £ X , form a fundamental system of
neighbourhoods in £> . A dual statement holds for upper
zero-set neighbourhoods.
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The next two results give the relationship be¬
tween monotonically completely regular topologies and
weak topologies.
5.4 Let (X, r, i) be convex and monotonically
separated. Then (X, T, <) is monotonically completely
regular if and only if T~ is the weak topology deter-
f A
mined by either A or A .
proof; Since the sets of the form (-^^rj and (r,00
r £ R , form a closed subbase for the topology on R s
their preimages
|x £ X : f(x) £ r \ and ■£x £ X ; f(x) £ rj ( f £ A
r € R ) form a closed subbase for the weak topology on
X generated by A*. We show that these sets are pre-
cisely the lower and upper zero-sets. Given f £ A ,
r £ R , let
f' = ( f - r )y 0 and f" = ( f + 1 - r )v
Then f' , f;i £ A^ and
{x € X : f(x) £ r j = Z(f) ,
£x £ X ; f(x) i r| = ^x£X;f*(x)-5tlJ .
Recalling the note on p.9 s it follows from 5.2 and
convexity of r that is the weak topology on X
r
determined by A
We have seen that A^ also determines and
Repeating the argument; we find that r is also the
X
weak topology determined by A
This result can be sharpened to the following form
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5.5 If (X, r, *) is monotonically separated and
r is the weak topology on X determined by a family
A of non-negative-valued increasing functions on X ,
then (X,J, iL) is monotonically completely regular.
proof; Let A* = C^(X, X", £.) , and let J" be the
1"
v/eak topology on X determined by k .
Now f € A ^ f e A^ so that T is coarser
than J"® . But by definition X' is coarser than J~
Hence the two topologies are identical. By 5.4 ,
r= r« is monotonically completely regular.
We come no?/ to the main result of this section,
v/hich allows us to make some strong assumptions on
/ \ ♦ J,
(X,J , for the purposes of studying A and A
5.6 For each ordered topological space (X, jf% <) ,
there exist a partially ordered, convex, monotonically
completely regular space (X®, T', ^') and a continuous
monotonic increasing mapping ot of X onto X® , such
that the mapping h —* h o «< is an isomorphism of
A®t = Cp[ (X, X', i') onto £ = Cft(X,J",£) , arsd the
mapping k k o «* is an isomorphism of A®*" onto A"*" .
proof; Define x ~y in X to mean that f(x) = f(y)
T
for all f € A . This is evidently an equivalence
relation. Given x € X , let {XI denote the equivalence
class to v/hich x belongs. Let X® be the set of all
equivalence classes fx] .
Define a relation {J on X' as follows. Let
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{x} £ ' (y) if and only if f(x) < f(y) , for all f 6 A*.
It is easy to show that this relation is well defined
and is a partial ordering on X' .
Let e< be the canonical mapping of X onto X' .
Thus, given x e X ,
o<(x) = [xj (1) .
We have, easily, that ©t is monotonic increasing.
For each f € A* , define a mapping h^ ; X1 -* E
as foilovv'S. Given {x| £ X' , let h (x) = f(x) .
Again it is easily checked that h_^ is properly de¬
fined and is a non-negative real-valued monotonic
increasing function. Further, distinct f give rise
to distinct h_^ and we have the identity
f = h o (2) .
f
Let .A = {h : f € AfJ , and let J" be the
weak topology on X' generated by the family A .
It is evident that if fxj and VJi are points
of X® such that tXJ £ [yj , then there exists
hf € A such that h^ [XJ > hf[yJ , which shows that
(X®, J"' £f) is monotonically separated. Now, by 5.5 ,
(X® , J"' £r) is monotonically completely regular.
We show that c*. is continuous. The topology r'
has a closed subbase consisting of sets of the form
h~^£F) , where f € h? and F ranges over the closed
subbase for R consisting of sets of the form (-«>,rJ ,
£r,<*>) , where r is real. Then
= (hf o
- by (8) .
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By continuity of f , these sets are closed. This
shows that ©c is continuous.
Next, we show that A = A'r = C*(X' , J"', *') .
Let h! G A' * . Since oc is continuous and monotonic
increasing, h' o is continuous and monotonic
increasing. Therefore hso«< g A . The identity (2)
now shows that h' € A . Therefore A'* <Q A and so
A'* = A .
A ^
Thus, the mapping h-* h o * maps A'~ onto A
It is clear that this mapping preserves the semi-algebra
operations and so is an isomorphism. This completes the
first half of the theorem.
We begin the second half by showing that the space
(X', J"' , <!) can be constructed from the semi-algebra
A* . With notation as above, x <v y if and only if
g(x) = g(y) for all g £ A* . This follows from the
+ 1 x
fact that f e A => — — £ A* and conversely
X i A-
g € Aw 4 v £ A' . These latter relations alsos 1 + g
show that [xj lyj if and only if g(x) £ g(y)
for all g £ A* .
Given g £ A* , define k by k txj = g(x)
g g
As before, we get g = k o . Let, B = -<k : g€.A*) ,
g 1 S J
Given a subbasic closed set P of S ,




We have seen on p.9 that the family of all sets
— 1
_ -i
f {Fj coincides with the family of all sets g~ [p] .
Therefore the weak topology on X' generated by B ,
equals ' , the weak topology on X' generated by
A .
The rest of the proof now proceeds as in the first
half, and we find that the mapping k -* k o is an
isomorphism of A®* onto A* .
S 6 Fixed bi-ideals and compact spaces
Throughout this and the next section, we assume
that the space (X,]T, £) is convex, partially ordered,
and monotonically completely regular. Regarding this
assumption, see -5.6 . From now on, all bi-ideals are
taken in (A* ,A ) .
A bi-ideal (l,J) is said to be fixed if there
exists p t X such that
p € n{z(i) , Z(j) : i € I , j £ jJ .
Such a point p is called a fixing point of the bi-
ideal. If (l,J) is not fixed, it is said to be free .
Given p £ X , define
M* = {f 6 A? : f(p) = 0 } ,
M ^ {g C A4, : g(p) = 0 ) .
p L J
Clearly, (M ,M*) is a fixed bi-ideal in (At,A*)
with fixing point p . With the above assumptions on
(X,X"> £) , we have the following.
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6.1 The fixed maximal bi-ideals in (A ,A*) are
precisely the pairs (M*,M4) for p € X . These bi-
ideals are distinct for distinct p .
proof; If (M,N) is a fixed maximal bi-ideal with
fixing point p , then (M,N) Q (M^,M*) . Hence the
only candidates for fixed maximal bi-ideals are those
of the stated form.
Let p C X , f € A* and f ^ mJ* . Then f(p) = r > 0.
Let U = £x 6 X ; f(x) > ^r}■ . Then U € 16 and
p € U . By monotonic complete regularity, there exists
g € A* such that g(p) =0 , g(X-U) = 1 . Hence
gg M4, , but since 2(f) f) 2(g) = 0 , the pair
P
((M^,f),M*) is not a bi-ideal. A dual result holds
for g £ , g j.It follows that (M*,M^) is
a maximal bi-ideal.
Suppose that p and q are distinct points of X .
Since < is a partial order, we can assume without
loss of generality that q ^ p . By monotonic complete
«•
regularity, we find an f <£ A such that f(p) =0
and f(q) = 1 . Hence f € M* but f <L M* . Thus
p r q
(Mp,Mp) and (M*,M*) are distinct.
6.2 Let (X, r, £■) be compact. Then every bi-
ideal in (A* ,A ) is fixed.
proof; Let (l,J) be a bi-ideal. The family of zero-
{z(D . z(3) MH.ju}
has the finite intersection property. By compactness,
there exists a fixing point p of (l,J) .
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When (X,J", £) is compact, it follows from 6.1
and 6.2 that every maximal bi-ideal is of the form
/ t 4 \
(MppMp) . Ift the non-compact case, there can exist free
maximal bi-ideals as the following example shows.
Example Let X = N , the set of non-negative integers.
*
Give X its discrete topology and natural order. A
is then the set of non-negative monotonic increasing
sequences and A* is the set of non-negative monotonic
decreasing sequences.
Let I = (0) ,
J = ^ A^ : g(n) = 0 for all but a finite
number of points n € N J *
(l,j) is evidently a free bi-ideal. By Zorn's lemma,
(l,j) is contained in a maximal bi-ideal which must
also be free.
We have seen that a maximal bi-ideal can have at
most one fixing point. The following is a sharpening
of this statement.
6.5 If (l,J) is a bi-prime bi-ideal in (A. ,A*") ,
then it has at most one fixing point.
proof: First, suppose that p is a fixing point of
f
(l,j). , and that 22(f) ( f € A ) is a lower neigh¬
bourhood of p . We show that f £ I . By 5.3 , there
exists g € A* such that p € X-Z(g) <£ Z(f) .
Hence Z(f) U Z(g) = X and fg = 0 . Since
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g(p) ^ o , g 4. J , so by ths bi-prime condition, f € I .
Similarly, if Z(g) is an upper neighbourhood of p ,
than g € J .
Next, suppose that (l,J) has two distinct fixing
points^ p and q . Since i is a partial order, we
can assume without loss of generality that p q . By
monotonic complete regularity and 5.3 , we can find
f € A , g <£ such that Z(f) and Z(g) are disjoint
neighbourhoods of q and p respectively. By the
first half, we have f € I , g £ J , which contradicts
the definition of a bi-ideal.
Corollary; If (X, JT, <) is compact, every bi-
prime bi-ideal has a unique fixing point.
§ 7 A compactification for (X,3~. £)
In this section, we show that (X, T", i) can be
embedded as a dense subspace of ;m si, *r) in such
a way that every bounded function f € A has a
continuous increasing extension over QfTfL.
Prom 6.1 , we see that the mapping p -»(Mp,Mp)
is one to one from X into Tdt. Accordingly, we can
consider X as a subset of and we write X £ w.
If P is any subset of /%dV , then p £ X fl P means
that (M*,M*) £ P .
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7.i (x,r,<) is (homeomorphic to) a subapace of
cni.iS, i).
proof: Given, p , q e X , we have by monotonic
complete regularity
P £ q ^ Mp SL Mq and - Mq '
« (M*,M*) < (*£,«$)
Therefore the restriction of the order on to X ,
coincides with the given order on X .
Next we show that the relative topology of / on
X coincides with X . Let g £ . Then
P € ogn X <=> € Gg ,
g £ Mp 9
e? g(p) = o ,
P € Z(g)
The identity map on X carries a family of basic closed sets
for the relative topology of P on X , onto a family
of basic closed sets for the topology £ . Therefore,
the relative topology of P on X coincides with .
Similarly, the relative topology on? on X
coincides with %L . By convexity of the topologies
and X" , the relative topology of i$ on X coincides
with r.
Hence the mapping p (M^,Mp) is a homeomorphism
of (X, T, & ) into a subspace of {fflt, J, <) .
'7.2 Let (X, J", <) be compact. Then the structure
space (m, «f, & ) is homeomorphic to (X,J~, <) .
proof: By 6.2 , the mapping p is onto m.
The result follows by '7.1 .
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Notation Let P be a subset of . Then cl^j
and el*F denote the closures of P in with
respect to the topologies 5V and Q, respectively.
7.3 Let f € Af , g 4 A* . Then clftZ(f) = P
and cl0Z(g) = G . In particular, setting f = g = 0 ,
S
clpX = cl , so that (a, J", <) is dense
m i) .
proof; Since Z(f) g and P^ is & -closed, we
have cl4Z(f)CFf . On the other hand, suppose that
F D Z(f) for some f fe A* . Then
z(f') = x n p 2 z(f) .
Given (M,N) € , corollary 1 of 3.3 shows that
f < M f 6 M . Hence P , P . It follows thatf' ** f
olaZ(f) = Pf .
Similarly, clpZ(g) = Gr g
For the remainder of this section, C will denote
a continuous monotonic increasing mapping from (X, T, i)
into a second ordered topological space (Y, fC, i) .
Let Bf = C+(Y,K,£) , and B4 * C+(Y,K, £) .
+ 4 T"
Given h £ 3T , k <~ B , we have h o C € A
A
and k o C € A . For h o t and k o C are certainly
continuous. That they are monotonic increasing and
decreasing respectively is also easily verified.
Let (l,J) be a bi-ideal in (A*,A4) . Define
C* M = { h e B* ; h o r €■ I } ,
t*[j] = |k e B^ : k o J j .
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7.4 With notation as above,
(a) , C* LJ} ) ia a bi-ideal in ,
(b) if (1,-J) is bi-prime, then so is (£*[1] ,).
proof; (a) Let h £ B* > h, , hQ £ C*[l] ? A > 0 .
The following relations show that C * (ij is an ideal in
B*
(h1 + hg ) o I = (h1 o c) + (hg o c) ,
(hh ) oc = (ho£)(h oC) ,
X _L
(A h1) o r = A (h1 o r)
Similarly, C-(Jj is an ideal in .
Let h 6 t^flj , k £ . Then
h o Z € I and k o r £ J =» Z( h o c) f) Z( k o c) 0 0
^z(h) n z(k) / 0 .
Hence (r*{l] , T^fJJ) is a bi-ideal.
(b) Suppose that (l,J) is bi-prime, h e B ,
k £ . Then
hk = 0 ^ (h o £) (k o Z) = 0
h o £ € I or k o T £ J
=s> h£ £* [IJ or k a
Hence ( c *fl] , r*fJj) is bi-prime.
The next result gives the sense in which ( ddl, <df, 4.)
is a compactification for (X9J~", .
7.5 Let (Y,K, 4) be compact. Then each contin¬
uous monotonic increasing mapping of X into Y has
tvct f>l>* nj f a continuous monotonic increasing extension c/t into Y.
proof; Let C be a continuous monotonic increasing
mapping of X into Y , G-iven (M,N) £ 7&L , (M,N) is
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bi-prime and by 7.4 , (t^CMj , Z* [N] ) is bi-prime. Since
Y is compact, the corollary to 6.3 shows that
(, rW[N] ) bias a unique fixing point in Y . We
define a mapping X of into Y as follows. Given
(M, N) € 5 C (M,N) is the unique fixing point of
We show that X is the required
extension.
Given p € X , f(p) = 0 for all f G M' . Therefore
P
r(p) € Z(h) for all h£ r*(M*] . Similarly, C*(p) 6
Z(k) for all k€ £*[1^3. Hence c(p) is the unique
fixing point of [lo , so C agrees with
ZT on X .
Fix (M0,N0) € . We next show, that £ is
continuous at (M ,N ) in iP and the lower topology
on Y . Let Z(h) (h € B ) be a lov/er zero-set
neighbourhood of £T(M ,N ) . By 5.3 , there exists
k € B^ such that
Z (M0,N0) € Y-Z(k) £ Z(h) ,
so that Z(h) Z(k) = Y . Now f = h o V £ AT and
g = k o C 6 A"* , and Z(f) (j Z(g) = X . By 4.6(iii)
Pf u Gg = Wr . Since C(Mq,N0) ft Z(k) , it follows
that (M_,N_) fk G . Therefore $t~G is ao o 8 S
neighbourhood of (M0,N0) . Moreover, for any (M,N) €
-GfT , we have (M,N) Q . Then f = h o C € M ,
so that h£ C*£Mj and C(M,N) £ 2(h). 'This shows
that C is continuous in !P and the lower topology
on Y .
Similarly, £7 is continuous in a and the upper
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topology on Y . By convexity of jS and K , c is
continuous in ,2 and K.
The proof that C is monotonic increasing is
essentially the same as the proof in 1.4 . Suppose
that (MlJN1) ^ (Mg,Ns) and ^(M1,N1) ^r(MgsNg) .
«♦»
We can find a zero-set neighbourhood Z(h) (h € 3 )
of r(M0?Ng) which is disjoint from f(MpNi) • By
continuity of £7 in and the lower topology on Y ,
there exists g e AA such ,that (M0,N0) £ '(ffll-G: anda c g
(M,N.) £ W-G =* C(M?N) £ Z(h) . By 4.2 , G is an
& s
upper set so that
(M1,N1) < (Mg,Ng) s* (M1,N1) £ M--G,
3^Sm1,n1) £ Z(h)
which is a contradiction. It follows that is
monotonic increasing. This completes the proof.
t f
Let denote the subset of A' consisting
of the bounded functions in A . Given f & A^ ,
f is an increasing continuous function of X into a
compact subspace of R , for example, the closure of the
range of f . By 7.5 , f has a continuous increasing
extension to (101, *f, £) , which we denote by f .
That the extension f is unique follows from the
density of (X,X~,^) in ^ , < ) and a well
known theorem of general topology. Hence there is a
i
one to one correspondence between elements of A, and
b
those of , <>) , which also preserves theR
semi-algebra operations. This gives the following.
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7. 6 AJ is isomorphic to C+( 3?t- , jfcf, £ ) .b r
Remarlc For the case of the discrete order on X ,
the construction in 7.5 yields the Stone-Cech
compactification for a completely regular space. For
t i
in this case A = A and it is possible to prove that
is Hausdorff.
Is Order connectedness
In this section, (X, 7", <) denotes an arbitrary
ordered topological space, unless it is stated otherwise.
(X, T, *■) is said to be order disconnected if and
only if X can be written as a disjoint union X = L U U
of non-empty sets L € £ , uH. Such a pair (L,U)
is said to be an order disconnection of X . (X, J", £)
is said to be order connected if and only if it is not
order disconhected.
Remark: These definitions are generalizations of
those for connectedness in a topological space. Recently
Pervin in [12] , has given the definitions for an
arbitrary bi-topological space and several of our results
were obtained by him. For this reason, we give only
a selection of results in the theory of order connected¬
ness, and without proofs. The only parts of this
section needed for the next section are the definitions
of disconnectedness.
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8.1 A subspace of the real line R (with its
natural topology and order) is order connected if and
only if it is an interval. In particular, R is order
connected.
Corollary: A subspace of R is connected if and
only if it is order connected.
8.2 Any monotonic continuous image of an order
connected space is order connected.
8.5 If (X, J~, -) is order connected and f €: A^ ,
then f(X) is an interval.
This last result is an Intermediate Value Theorem
for monotonic functions*.
c 2 )
Example Let X = £(x,y) € R : y / 0 j . Let T be
2
the relative topology on X as a subset of R , and
define an ordering on X as follows.
(xi»yi) £ if an-d only if> xi - x2 *
Then X is disconnected in the usual sense but it is
order connected. The Intermediate Value Theorem breaks
down for f(x,y) = y ( (x,y) £ X ) , but by 8.3 ,
*•
the theorem holds for functions f e. A
8.4 (X, £) is order disconnected if and only if
there exists f £ A^ which maps X onto the set |o,l^ .
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(x,r, £) is said to be totally order disconnected
if and only if given x , y e X with x y , there
exists an order disconnection (L,U) with y e L , x€U.
8.5 Let be raonotonically separated. If
cC has an open base whose sets are also closed in r ,
then <) is totally order disconnected. A dual
statement holds for u .
In the compact case, the above has a converse.
8.6 Let (X, J", £) be compact. If (X, J", <) is
totally order disconnected, then oC has an open base
whose sets are also closed in r , and tl has an
open base whose sets are also closed in 3~" .
& 9 Idempotents in A*
Throughout this section, we assume that (X,T , < )
is monotonically completely regular.
An element e of A is said to be an idempotent
o
if and only if e = e
The existence of idempotents in A* is related to
order connectedness of (X,T~, ^) , the relations
being given in 9.1 and 9.2 . A stronger property
than total order disconnectedness is extreme order
disconnectedness (defined later) . This property is
characterized in 9.7.
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9-i (x,r,*) is order connected if and only if
f0 and 1 are the only idempotents in A .
t
proof? If e is an idempotent of A , the only
values it can take are 0 and 1 . The result follows
from 8.4 .
9.2 (X, T, 4) is totally order disconnected if and
only if A is generated by its idempotents, that is,
t
if and only if A is the least closed type-1 semi-
algebra containing these idempotents.
proof: (a) Suppose that (X, T, <) is totally
order disconnected. Let A be the closed type-1 semi-
i*
algebra generated by the idempotents in A . Evidently
t
e A C A , By the Stone-We^strass theore® for type-1
semi-algebras (2.1),
A = cj(x, r,^A) .
Hence it is sufficient to prove that the quasi-orders
4. and are identical.
Clearly x y x . Suppose that x 4 y •
By the hypothesis, there exists an order disconnection
(L,U) with y £ L , x £ U . Let e be the function
which takes the value 0 on L and the value 1 on
U . Then e g A^, e(x) ^ e(y) . Thus, <, coincides
with .
*
(b) Suppose that A is generated by its idempotents,
and that x^ 4 y~ • By monotonic complete regularity,o o
f
there exists f € A such that f(y0) - 0 and-
f(x ) = 1 . Since f can be uniformly approximatedV cr
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on the compact set 4 x ,y \ by linear combinations ofI o'^oJ
idempotents, there exists an idempotent e £ A' such
that e(y ) = 0 and e(x0) = 1 . Then setting
L = |z f X : e(x) = 0J , U = £x € X : e(x) =
(L,U) is an ordered disconnection of X with yQC L ,
XQ£ U .
The next few results on semi-continuous functions
are well known. Upper semi-continuity of a real-valued
function is equivalent to continuity in the lower topol
ogy on R , and lower semi-continuity is equivalent to
continuity in the upper topology on R .
Let denote the set of non-negative upper
semi-continuous functions defined on the tooological
space (X, I) , and let denote the set of non-
negative lower semi-continuous functions on the tooolog
ical space (X,) . By 1.4 , we have
V14! = At •
9.3 Let F be a bounded subset of and let
g be defined by
g(x) = sup -£f(x) : f £ p| < oo .
Then g £ Afc .
proof: Given xq £ X , £ > 0 , there exists f € P
such that
f(x0) > g(x0) - ie .
Since f £ A^ , there exists U £ /IC such that xQ £
and x £ U =? f(x) > f(x ) - \ £ .
Given x €. U s
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g(x) £ f(x) > f(x0) - is > g(xQ) - £ .
Hence g £ A^.
9.4 If g £ , then
g = sup | f € : f ^ g} .
proof; Let h = sup <£f € A* ; f £ gj <» Then
h < g . Take x £ X. If g(x ) = 0 then h(x_) =
o o °
g(x ) = 0 . Suppose g(xQ) > 0 . Take £ such that
0 & 8 < g(xQ) . Since g £ A- , there exists U %L
such that xq € U and.
x € U ^ <9 < g(x) (1)
t
3y raonotonic complete regularity, there exists f £ A
such that f'(x ) = 1 , f'(X-U) = 0 , 0 ^ f' ^ 1 .
o
Let f = S'f . Then
x £ X-U f(x) = 0 ,
x £ U f(x) <g(x) by (1) .
Therefore, f £ g on X and f(xo) = . Thus
h(x ) ^ . Since £ can be chosen arbitrarily close
to g(x0) we have A(xq) = g(xQ) . It follows that
g = h = sup^f £T A^ : f <, gj* .
Given a non-negative real-valued function f
defined on X , and xq £ X , let
fmax^xo^ = ^ { -(x) : x e L| : x € XJ C-^ J .
Clearly, f f A. if and only if f (x ) = f(x )J 9 rnaxv ox v o'
for every xq £ X . In any case, we have the following.
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9.5 fmax ^ an(i S € A* , g >. f , then
f < g . Thus frno„, is the least function inmax ma .a. £
which is greater than or equal to f „
~Sks 1 proof: Let x £ X , -k 4x )—=—c .» Given £. > 0 ,
i 11 ^,1 -4 o J ' maxv oJ ?
c» recreate
^ there exists L (j/ such that x £ L and
0 o) 0
x e L ■=> f(x) c + S • For y 4 L, fm a2(y) Ac + £ .
It follows that f £ A - .
max oC
Next? if" g £ and g i f , then
f C £T rxCT
max — -max ° '
which completes the proof.
(X,J~5 A) is said to be extremely order disconnected
( in d. ) if and only if
L £ ^ ^ cl L ,
where ci^L is the closure of L in the topology Zl .
Remark: A dual definition can be formulated for
extreme order disconnectedness in to . Lor simplicity,
we consider only the one case, and observe that the
next two results have dual formulations.
9.6 If (X, T, <} is extremely order disconnected
and f 6 Au ,th*n 6 .
proof: Suprose that f d A.. . There exists^ - ^
max r* u
x f X and £ > 0 such that given U £ & with
o
x c U , there exists x c IJ such that
o u
f (x ) A- c - £ , where c = f fx )maxv u- ' maxs oy
Take b > c - S . Since fmo- £ A . , for each xax ^ u
there exists L with x £ L £ /*
u u u
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where the union is taken over all U £, Xl for which
xq C U . Then F C / and by the hypothesis,
cl^P G . Since f €
f < b on ? f < b on 3
By construction, sQ £ cl ^ P .
Therefore ^max^xo^ —• ^ * Since b can be taken
arbitrarily close to c -£ , this is a contradiction.
Therefore f £ A„. .
max 26
f
A is said to be bounded complete if and only
. f / j"
j+yj if every bounded subset of A has piie suprernum in A
9.7 (X,r, is extremely order disconnected if
and only if A is bounded complete.
■oroof: (a) Suppose that (X,T~,.£) is extremely
order disconnected. Let F be a bounded subset of
Ar and let
g(x) = sup -^f(x) : f £ fJ < cjo given x £ X







Hence £*_ £ AT . further, if h € A and h. i gillciX
then by 9.5 again
g i h •
max
T
Therefore g is the suoretnum of F m A
Jmax
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(b) Suppose that A is bounded complete, and
that L «£ X ' Let
F and f(L) = o}
T
By hypothesis, g = sup P is contained in A . G-iven
£ L , by monotonic complete regularity there exists
f £ A* such that 0 4, f < 1 and f(*'0) = 0 , and
f(X-L) = 1 . Now f is an upper bound for F , so
g(x0) = 0 . Hence g(L) = 0 , and by continuity of g -
g(cl^L) = 0 .
Now suppose that y £ X-cl^L . Then X-cl^ L (- '2i
and so by monotonic complete regularity, there exists
f £ such that 0 £ f < 1 , f(y) = 1 , and
f(L) = 0 „ Therefore f 6 P and g(y) = 1 . Hence
X-cl^L = g is closed in ^ . Therefore
cl^ L £ , which completes the proof.
Por the case of the discrete order on X , the
above result was obtained by Stone (15) .
CHAPTER II
RINGS OP CONTINUOUS COMPLEX-*VALUED FUNCTION,"-
Introduction
Gillman and Henriksen in introduced a class of
topological spaces called P-spaces , which in the
compact case can be characterized by the property that
any two disjoint open sets shall have disjoint
closures. * They obtained characterizations of an F-
space X in terms of algebraic conditions on the ring
C„(X) of continuous real-valued functions defined on
XV
X . Our main purpose here is to characterize an F-
space X in terms of the ring ( or algebra ) C0(X)
of continuous complex-valued functions defined on X .
In recent years there has been interest in sup-norm
algebras of complex-valued functions defined on F-
spaces, and the characterizations obtained in 2.3
have applications in this direction.
Various sub-classes of the class of P-spaces are
of interest. T-spaces ( see §"3 for definitions )
are characterized in 3.5 as those spaces X for
which C (X) is alignable. For these spaces, the
G
spectral theory for positive linear operators on 0 (X)
obtained in w is applicable.
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The problem of determining those spaces X for
which C (X) is Hermite leads to the more general
o
problem of determining those X for which C (X) is
R
an H -ring. This is investigated in §4 and martial
n
solutions obtained.
In $5 , we discuss the existence of square roots
of elements f <c C (X) , where X is a U-space . In
0
§6 , it is shown that C^(X) is regular (in the sense
lw>
of von Neumann) if and only if 0 (X) is regular.
R
_£i Preliminaries
Let X be a completely regular (Hausdorff) space.
Let Cq(X) and ^(X) denote the sets of all contin¬
uous functions on X , which are complex-valued and
real-valued respectively. With the operations of
point-wise addition, multiplication, and scalar mult¬
iplication, the sets C (X) and C_,(X) can be regarded0 R
as rings, or algebras over G and R respectively.
The subrings of all bounded functions in C (X) and
C (X) are denoted by O'q(X) and C*(X) respectively.
XL
Given f € 0 (X) or C_ (X) , we define the zero-
C R
set Z(f) of f to be the set
Z(f) = ■£x£X:f(x)=oJ .
An elementary but important fact is the following. The
family of all zero-sets of continuous complex-valued
functions coincides with the family of all zero-sets of
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con.tin.uous real-valued, functions. This is evident from
the relation
2(f) = Z(tf| ) ( f € C0(X) ) .
For real-valued functions we also define the following
sets. _
P(f) = { x € X : f(x) > Oj
N(f) = {x £X : f(x) < 0} .
An element f £ C^(X) (or C (X) ) is called a unit0 v R ""—
if and only if it has an inverse in Cn(X) (or C (X) ) .0 sx
Evidently f is a unit if and only if Z(f) = 0 .
f is said to he unitary if and only if |f(x)j = 1
f
for all x £ X . If f is a unit, then — is unitary.i ^ 1
Given f 4 G (X) , we denote its real and imaginary
c
parts by f and fu respectively and we vrrite
f = f' + i f" (f3 , f" £ Go(X) ) .
The Stone-Cech compact ification of X is denoted
by £X . For a discussion of the Stone-Gech compact-
ification, see for example, Gillman and Jerison [7]
Chapter 6 .
If S is a commutative ring with identity, the
ideal generated by n elements & , ... , a^ is
denoted by (a^, ... ?an) • An ideal is said to be
principal if and only if it is generated by a single
element. We note that for f , g £ G (X) (or 0 (
R w
(f»g) = (1) if an(i only if Z(f) f) Z(g) =0




where fK and gs' are the complex conjugates of f and g .
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§ 2 F-rings and F-spaoes
Definition; A commutative ring S with identity is
called an F-ring if and only if every finitely
generated ideal is principal.
The following definition of an F-space is that
given by Gillman and Henriksen in [6] .
Definition A completely regular space X is an
F-space if and only if C^(X) is an F-ring.
The main characterizations of F-spaces which were
obtained in [6] are summarized below.
2.1 (Cr.illman and Henriksen)
The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) X is an F-space , that is, C (X) is an F-ring.
R
(b) Given f , g ( °p(x) » (f»g) = ( 5f) + Jgf ) •
(c) Given f £ 0 (X) , f = k IfI for some k £ 0 (X) .R R
(d) Given a zero-set Z of X , every function
^ f \ 35/ \0 <g C (X-Z) has a continuous extension h £ C^(X).
JA. i'u
It is shown in (6] that if X is locally compact
and 0-compact, then $X-X is a compact F-space. For
example, the space R"1" of non-negatiye reals is
-f +
locally compact and <j~compact. Also —S is connect
This gives an example of a compact connected F-space.
One of our characterizations is in terms of self-
adjointness of ideals. An ideal I of C (X) is said
0
to be self-ad,joint if given f € I , the complex
conjugate f is also contained in I .
We also answer a question of Weiss ("16] on whether
any sup-norm algebra of continuous complex functions
can be an F-ring. If X is a compact F-space, then
C^(X) is a sup-norm algebra of continuous complex
functions which by 202 (a) is also an F-ring.
2,2 The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Cq(X) is an F-ring .
(b) Given f , g £ Cn(X) s (f,g) = ( ifi + |g| ) -
'(c) Given f £ C (X), there exist k^ ,kg Cq(X)
such that f = k.jfJ and jf| = k0 f .
±
(d) Given a zero-set Z of X , every function 0
s& . . #, .
£ 0 (X-Z) has a continuous extension h £ G (X) .
w C
(e) Each ideal of C^(X) is self-adjoint.
(f) X is an F-space .
proof: We establish the cycles of implications
(f) * (d) s* (c) (e) 3* (f) and (a) => (f) =? (b) zp (a) .
(f) a*(d) . Let 6 = 0' + i 0" £ G*(X-Z) . Then
0', 6" £ C*(X-Z) , and by 2.1 (d) , 0' and 9"
K
have continuous extensions h' and h" in C (X) .
R
Then h = h' + i hi( is a continuous extension of 0
*/ \
and belongs to C^(X) .
o
(d) (e) . Given f € C (X) , write Z = Z(f) .
L>
Then f
, ifi , z,
|fl ' f e •
By hypothesis, f.4 ? w have continuous extensions
If* f
k1 and k over X . It then follows that-I- 6
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f = lc ifi and }f| = kQ f1 ^
(c) =» (e) . Let I be an ideal ox? 0 (X) , andLf
let f g I . Since f , f® € 0„(x) , there exist k1 ,L> -L
kg € 0G(X) such that
f* = k. jf*J = k | f j and |f| - kQ f .-L J- kj
Hence fs = k k f so that f® € I •
12




By hypothesis, f + ijf} = ;(f ~ i \ff) is in the
ideal generated by f - i|fl . There exists h =
h' + i h" g C (X) such that0
f + iifj = (h' + i h")(f - i|f{ ) .
Multiplying both sides by f - i |f I , we have.
f2 + \fI2 = (h' + i h")(f2 - 2i|f|f - If I2) .
Simplifying and equating real parts, we have
Jf|s = f2 = h" | fj f .
It follows that f = hsl {fj (and also j f [ = h" f)
so that X is an F-space.
(a) => (f) . Let f € 0 (X) . By hypothesis, with
ideals taken in C (X) , (f, ifl) = (d) for some d g
C (X) . Hence there exist g, h, s, t £ C (X) suchG G
that f = g d , |fI = h d , and d = s f + 11f! . Then
d=(sg+th)d. On P(f) (J N(f) , d has no zeros
and s g + t h = 1 . Writing out real and imaginary
parts, we find that on P(f) , g' = h' and g" = h" .
On N(f) , g' = -h' and gH = -hi! . Further, on
P(f) U N(f) , s'g' - sugsl + t'h' - t!(h'' = 1 . Define
a_^ = s'g' - s"g1' + t'g' - t"g" ,
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= s'h' - s"h" + t'h® - tuh'
b^ = s'g' - si;g" - t'g® + t';'g"
b = ~s*h'+ s"h(i + t'h' - fh"
Then
a^ag =1 on P(f) a±a2 ~ 0 on
b^bp <0 on P(f) bib2 = ~ °n
) ( >
Define k = max ja-j_ag? °J - max \k^b9S, ® f
Then k = 1 on P(f) , k = -1 on N(f) , and k£C
Hence f = kjfi . By 2.1(c) , X is an F-space.
(f) =£ (b) . Given f , g £ 0 (X) , it follows
C
from (c) above and 2.1(b) , that with ideals taken
in G (X) ,° (f,g) = ( Iff , jg() = ( \U + Isl) •
(b) =>(a) is trivial.
This completes the proof of 2.2 .
When X is a compact F-space, the number of
possible subalgebras of C (X) is drastically reduced
L>
This question is discussed by Bade and Curtis in [1]
The number of prime ideals in 0 (X) is also
G
reduced as the following shows.
2.3 Let X be a compact F-space, and let I be
a prime ideal in C^(X) . Then I is sup-norm dense0
in the (unique) maximal ideal which contains it.
proof: It follows from 41 of [7] that if I is
a prime ideal in 0o(X), then there exists p e X
such that
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where 0^ = (X) ; Z(f) is a neighbourhood of
M. = {*" € Cc(X) : f(p) = 0 } ,
and M is the unique maximal ideal containing I
p °
Now 0_3 , and hence I , separates all points of
X except p . By 2.2(e) , I is self-adjoint, so
/ e by the Stone-Wetyfcstrass theorem for complex algebras
without a unit,
oil = |f € CG(X) : f(p) = o|
= M
P
where the closure is taken in the sup-norm topology.
§5 Hermite rings and T-spaces
Definition : A commutative ring S with identity is
called a Hermite ring if and only if it satisfies the
condition
T s given a , b £ S , there exist^f a. , b^ ,
d € S such that
a = a^d, b=b^d, (a.,,b^) = (1)
This condition is just the condition that every
matrix over S can be reduced to triangular form
(see [5J Theorem 3 )
5.1 A Hermite ring is an F-ring .
proof; With , b^ , d as in condition T , we
have (a,b) = (d)
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The next result is due to Kaplansky [3] and shows
that the element d o^ condition T can be replaced
by any generator of the ideal (a,b) . A proof may be
found in [5] Lemma 4 , but this is also a special
case of 4-.2 in $4 which is proved later.
•3.2 Let a , b € S . If a„ , b„ , d exist as in1 » i
condition T , then for all d® with (a,b) = (d®) ,
there exist a' , b' such that1 J 1
a = d' , b = b^ d® and (a^,b^_) = (1) .
3.5 If S is a Hermits ring, then given a , ... ,
a , d with (a., ... .a ) = (d) , there exist
n 1 n' 5
b., ... ,b such that a = b d ..... a = b d1' n 11 n n
and (b , ... ,b ) = (1) .
l n
proof: By 3.2 , the result holds for n = 2 .
Suppose it holds for n = k where k i 2 . Take
••• 9 9 ^ with ... »®k'ak+l^ = (^-)
Since S is an F-ring (3.1) , ••• »Sj) =
say. By the hypothesis, there exist b„ , ... , b1 K
such that a„ = b. d® , ... , a, = b, d' and11 k k
(b1, ... ,bk) = (1) . Now (d'»ak+1) = (d) , so by
3.2 , there exist b,® , b, „ such that d® = bf d ,k k+1 k
ak+i = bk+x d snd K'A+f = (1) • Then
a. = b„b® d, ... , a. = b. b' d , a. , = b, . d andl lk k k k 3 k+1 k+1
(bi bk, ... ,bk b^,bk+1) = (Tok,bk+1) = (l) .
Hence the result is true for n = k + 1 . By
induction, the result is true for all n
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Definition; A completely regular space X is called
a T-space if and only if the ring C._(X) is a
R
Hermite ring.
Since a Hermite ring is an '"-ring, it follows that
a T-space is an F-space.
i-
It was stated on p.47 that 0 H-R is an F-space,
In fact it is a T-space, as is shown in f6J However,
there are examples of F-spaces which are notT-spaces.
3,4 If X is a T-space, then 0 (X) is a Hermite
0
ring.
proof; Given f , g £ C (X) , write f = f + i f" ,
o
g = g® + i g':i with f! , f" , g* , g,! £ C (X) . Since
R
C (X) is an F-ring, there exists d £ 0, (X) such that
R R
(f' ,f",g® ,g!f) = (d) , (ideals taken in 0 (X) ).
By 3.3 , there exist u® , u" , v® , v1i £ C (X) with
R
(u® ,u®', v' , v") = (1) such that
f® = u' d , f" = u" d , g' = v' d , gfi = v" d
Then
f = (u® + i u'1) d , g = (v® + i v") d
with (u® + i ui! , v' -i- i v!i) = (1) , since Z(u® ) f\
Z(ulf) O Z(v') n Z(vir) = 0 . Hence C (x) is Hermite.
Whether or not the converse to 3.4 holds, is un¬
settled, A more general problem is considered in
One of our characterizations of F-spaces is in
terms of the existence of rotations on the algebra C (X)
0
A. rotation on 0 (X) is a linear operator D mappingc
Cq(X) onto 0„(X) such thatC
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|Df| = }f| for all f € G0(X) .
C (X) is said to be alienable if and only if given
0 - -
f £ C (X) , there exists a rotation D on 0_(X)
o n ' ' 0
such that
DIf I = f
» o* fO' o
Definition: Let S stand for either C^.(X) or
C (X) . Then S is called a U-ring if and only if
for each f € S , f and | fj are associates, that is
there exists a unit u of S such that f = ujfj .
The equivalence of conditions (b) and (c)
below is due to Bonsall.
5.5 The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) X is a T-space.
(b) C (X) is a U-ring.
G
(c) G (X) is alignable.
G
proof: (a) (b) . Let f € 0,,(X) and write
f =? f? + i with f? o fi: £ G (X) . Since X is an* id
IX
P-space, we have by 2.1(b) ,
(f',f") = (If1? + (f '! ) (with ideals in C (X) ).
£>
Let Z = Z( jf () = Z( |f'/ + jf5,J ) .
Since )f( =,/(*"'8 + f "2) £ jf'j + Jf"! and
ff'j + }f"j < 2/y(f'2 + f"2) = 2| f J , we have
If! + if'l
, 'f £ Gxfx z>Jf] |f 7 + ff"? c
By 2.1(d) , these functions have continuous extensions
over X , This shows that
( |f'| + jf,!( ) = ( If|) = ( f' , f" ) .
By the hypothesis and 3.2 , there exist u' , u:t £
G^(X) with (u',u!() = (1) such that
f' = u'jf( , fU = u" if I .
Then u = u' + i u" is a unit of 0^(X) and.
o
f = u|f| .
(b) (a) . Let f , g £ C (X) . Then h =
K
f + i S € C0(X) . By the hypothesis, there exists a
unit u £ Cn(X) such that
h = u | h j o
Writing u = u* + i u" with u' , u;i £ C (X) we have
R
(u' ,u,!) = (1) . Hence
f = u'jhi , g = u'Mhl (u* ,ui!) = (1) .
This shows that X is a T-space.
(b) =» (c) . Let f £• C(„(X) . There exists a
0 0
unitary element u £ 0^(X) such that f = ujf { ./
O o
For all f £ Grt(X) , ju f| = tfj , so that the
fc, lo
operation of multiplication by u is a rotation on
Gp(X) with the required, property. f, -
(c) (b) . Let f £ G (X) . By the hypothesis,
o C
there exists a rotation D on C (X) such that / Dlf«/ - £>
o
Df = I f l . We show that D1 is unitary and. that D
o
is the operation of multiplication by D1 .
Given x £ X , let $ and £ denote theI X X
linear functionals on C (X) defined by
0
If a is a
uh it iW
$x(f) = (Df) (x) (f€C0(X))
gjf) = f(x) (f€0_(X))-A- O
Then
" l*Vf)i ('«VX)) •
Hence <n and ^ have identical null spaces.
Tx x
Therefore, there exists A € G with j Aj =1
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such that (J = AS* • Then
* X X
(Dl)(x) = 4>X(1) = \SJ 1) = a ,
and (Df)(x) = <|x(f) = A.& ,(f)
... = ((Dl)(x))f(x) ( f g Cjx) ) ,
so that I) is the operation of multiplication, by Dl.
r)i(x) ^ /\ Finally? Dl(x) - l(x) = -±/ ( x £ X ) , so that Dl
is unitary and (Dl)lf ! = Djf i = f^ v ' > o! * o! o
This completes the proof of 3.5 .
Remark : The notion of an alignable complex lattice
was introduced in [4] and a spectral theory developed
for certain positive operators defined on the space.
$4 H -rings and T -spaces
_n A3 n
In this section, n denotes an integer greater
than or equal to 2 .
Definition: A commutative ring S with identity is
called an H -ring if and only if it satisfies the
-n u
condition
H : Given a...... a € S , there exist
n 1 ' n
b. ..... b ,deS such thatI n
a. =b. d , ... , a =b d and (b,... ,b )=(!)„II n n 1 n'
For n = 2 , the above definition reduces to that
for a Hermite ring . It follows from 3,3 , that
every Hermite ring is an H -ring, for n = 2,3,
n
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4.1 An H -ring is an F-ring.
uroof; Let , aQ g S . We show that (a^,ag) is




there exists d . b
1
, o*o q d £ S c and
n
.... j, s C S such that?
n




s. b. + s„ b^ + ... + s b = 1112 2 n n
±dence,
d d "K d + s_ b„ d +1 1 " ' "2 "2
= s
1 a 1 + (s +•...+ s
+ s b d
n n
) a £ (a ,aj .n' 2
Evidently, , ap £ (d) , so that (a1JaQ) = (d)1!
4.2 Let n be even, and let a
If b
9 Q LIU U CS 9 to. 9 a £ .
1 n
, b 5 d exist as in condition H 9 then
n n.
for all a1 with (a , „.. ,an) = (d') , there exists
b^ , ... , b^ such that (b® , ... ,n
a = b' d' ,1 1
b') = (1) andn' v '






. 9 £Tl 9
i
■gti
d = k d' and d®
choose s„.
2i-l ' S2i
(S2i-l b2l-l + S2i V




b2i-l = k 1 s. ~ SQ; +Aj j_ M J.~ _ k
Then
2i S2i-1 " k 1 S2i-1 + bi
. j d® = a
2i-l 2:1-1




21') b' + (s„ 1 + b^ )b®l 2i-1 v 2i 2i-l 2i
= b2i-l S2i-1 + b2i S2i
so that
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and (b^f ... ,b^) = (1) .
A connection between Hn-rings of real-valued functions
and H^-rings of complex-valued functions is given by the
following.
4.5 Let X be a completely regular space, and
let n be even. Then C„(X) is an H -ring if and
0 n
only if CT,(X) is an Hg -ring.
proof; (a) Suppose that C (X) is an H -ring. By
4.1 and 2.2(f) , X is an F-space. Let
fI , f' , f" ..... f" be 2n functions in1 n 1 n
C (X) . Then for 3 = 1, ... ,n define
R '
f„ = f + i f" £ 0_(X) .3 I 3 0
By 2.2(b) ,
(f., ... ,f ) = ( )fJ + ... + ! f I) = (h) with hiO.1 n 1 a
By 4.2 , there exist u £ C (X) such that
3 3
(u., ... ,u ) = (1) and f. = u. h for j = 1, ... ,n.
in 33
Writing u. = u' + i u!! we have
3 j J
f[ - u!. h , f'! = u" h for 3 = 1 , ... , n ,
3 3 3 3
and (u^, ... ,u^, u£, ... ,uJJ) = (1) ,
so that 0 (X) is an H0 -ring.
R 2n 0
(b) Suppose that G (X) is an H -ring and
R 2n
that f. , ... , f £ 0 (X) . Write f . = f*. + i f'i for1 r. 3 3 3
j=l, ... ,n . Again X is an P-space and by 2.1(b)
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(fl, ... ... ,ff') - (h) with h £ 0 .1 n 1 n
By 4.2 , there exist u' , u" f C! (X) such that
.1 3 R
(u^5 ... , u^, u , ••• = (^ ano.
f! = u'. h , f!! = u" h for j = 1 , ... , n
3 3 ' 3 3
Writing u. = u!. + i u![ we have (u , ... ,u ) = (1)
J J 3 In
and
f. = a. h for i = 1 , ..o , n
3 3
Hence C_(X) is an H -ring.G n
In particular, G^(X) is Hermite if and only if
C (X) is an H -ring. Thus, the question of a converse
ix 4
to 3.4 is contained in the following more general
problem.
Problem; Does the condition H imply the
n
condition H , where 2 < lc < n ?
k
In the other direction we have the following.
4,4 If S is a H^-ring, then it is an
H , . -ring for k = 1 , 2 , ...
n+k( n-1)
proof; The proof is by induction on k , using
the method of 3.3 .
Definition; A completely regular space X is called
a T -space if and only if it satisfies the condition
_n—
T^ : given , ... , f^ £ Gr(X) 5 there exist
k , ... , k £ C (X) such that (k , ... ,k ) = (1)
1 n R In
and
f = k If I , ... , f = k I f \ .
1 i i n n n
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Every T -space is an P-space and a T -space is also
n n
a T - space for any k > n .
4.5 Let X be a completely regular space and let
n be even. If C (X) is an H^-ring, then X is a
T -space,
n
proof; We modify the argument in Theorem 5,2 of
[61. Let f , ... ,f £ C(X) . Since X is an F-1 n R
space,
(f., ... s f ) = ( If ! + ... + if | ) = (h) with h i 0,1 n 1 n
By the hypothesis and 4.2 , there exist g , ... ,g^
€ C (X) such that (g , ... ,g ) = (1) and
R In
f. = g. h , , f = g h . For i = 1, ... ,n ,i ± n n
?(f.) Q. P(s-) an<i N(f.) Q, N(g.) . Moreover
i i i
(g.(x)i ^ 1 whenever f (x) X 0 . We can, if nec-
l i
essary, replace by a function g!^ with |g^(x)J £. 1
for all x € X .
Since X is an F-space, we can find functions
s. £ C_(X) such that s (P(g )) = 1 , s (N(g )) = 0 .
i R i i i ' i
For i = 1, ... ,n , choose rn. £' C (X) such that
1 R
f = m jf | . Define
i i i
ki = Si max{VSJ + ^ ~ S±^
Then k £ CL(X) , f = k |f { and Z(k ) Q Z(g.) .
l R i i i i i
Since Z(g )0 ... D z(gn) = 0 , we have
Z(k ) n ... Cl Z(k ) = 0 , Hence X is a T -space.1 n n
In the other direction we have the following. For
simplicity, we deal only with the case n = 3 .
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4.6 If X is a T -space, then 0 (X) is an H -
3 it 3
ring.
nroof: Let f , f„ , f„ c. G (X) , and let k, 9
1 » q ' 3 v P, 1
k„ , k„ be as in the definition of a T --space. Let2 ' 3 3
h= IfJ + ifj + If J . Since (IfJ ,|fgl,|fg|) = (h) ,
there exist g' , g' £ 0 (X) such that If I = h2 3 R 2 f~>
and jfgj = gg h . Define
|k I (l - Ik j - Ik I + IkJIk I + g' (2 IkJ 2 Ik J - Ik,I IkJ )}
—M k_, X a, ± a Q. A A _„.i 9. /
IkJ + |k0j + Jk |
v
For i = 1 , 2 s 3 we have {k i =1 where f ^ 0
i i
Also, g® = 0 where f =0 but h ^ 0 , and g' = 1
3 3 3
where f. = i' = 0 but h A 0 . On making these12
substitutions,
v = gl where h A 0
o
Hence I fJ = v h . Observe also that Z(k ) <1 Z(v) .3 3
Define g' = 1 - g® - v . Then g® h = h - g' h - v h
"1 2 1 2
= If,I . Note that g' + g* = 1 where k = 0 .1 12 o
Now define
IkJ £l - jkgl - |kgl + IkglJkgl + gj(2 IkJ + 2 fkgi - IkJIkJ )j-
u-, =
jkj -i- |kg| + |kg|
ur |k2j ^1 - IkJ - IkJ + jkjlkj + gg(2 I kj + 2 }kg! - IkJIk^l ) j
JkJ + I kg| + {kvl
As before, we find that jfj = u_^ h and | fQl = u. h .
It follows from the choice of g® that u + u = 1
1 12
where k = 0 . Note also that Z(k ) C Z-(u ) and
u 1 1
Z(k ) C Z(u ) .
For i = 1 , 2 , 3 , let p. £ 0^(X) satisfy1 A
k = p j k | and /p | < 1 . Then f = p ! f | .
i i i i i i i
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We can now define the required functions g , g , gr .12 6
Let gx = px ^ , gg = pg ug , g3 = p3(l - ux - ug) .
Then
gl h = P1 ui h = = fi »
S2 h = P2 U2 h = P2lfSl = fS
Es h = p8(l - ux - ug) h = P|J|f3! = f3 .
To show that (g.»gQ>g„) = (1) $ we show that jg i +1 O
|g<->j + *g I is hounded away from zero. Suppose that
(3 3
ig^ = ^ i and !°2! = jpgi!ugl ^ i • We
consider the various cases. If { p j = 1 , then
!uj £ y and if ) p i < 1 then k = 0 and u = 0 .1 1 1 1
In either case j u j £ -j . Similarly, I u } -C -5 .
1 2
Since u. + u0 / 1 , we have k„ ^ 0 and hence_L /O o
|p f = 1 . Hence jgj = |l - u - ucj I p j a i .
O O -L O
This completes the proof of 4.6 .
Let X be the Cartesian product of £-1,1] and
to,*0 with the product topology. It is shown in [6]
that ^?X-X is an F-space but not a T -space. We
conjecture that ^X-X is a T -space, in which case
C^( $X-X) would be an H^-ring bub not a Herrnite (Hg)
ring.
li-spaces and square roots
Definition: A completely regular space X is called
a U-space if and only if C^(X) is a U-ring.
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Recall that C (X) is a U-ring if and only if given
f f C (X) , there exists a unit u € 0 (X) such that"
R R
f = ulfl .
It is shown in [6] that every U-space is dis¬
connected. Since there are connected spaces X for
which 0 (X) is a U-ring (see 3.5 (b) ) , it follows
that the condition that C (X) be a U-ring is notRv ' °
equivalent'to the condition that 0_i(X) be a U-ring.
It is shown in [l3j p.280-281 , that if X is
compact and totally disconnected, then each function
f € C (X) has a (continuous) square root. The
C
following proof of this result does not depend on
compactness.
5.1 Let X be a U-space. Then, each f G (X)
u
can be written in the form
f = If| elg
where g f C^(X)
proof; Since a U-space is, evidently, a T-space,
C (X) is a U-ring. Therefore there exists a unitary
0
element u £0n(X) such that f = ) fI u . Hence weo
need only prove that u=e1£ for some g £ 0 (X) .
it
Let Z = Z(u + lul ) . Given x €' X-Z , let 8(x)
/ m [-n 77j 136 reai number/for which u(x) = . Then
-tt < e( x) < 77 and 0 is a well defined function
of X-Z into (-77 , IT) . Let t* be the arc of the
unit circle consisting of the points S <£ C such that
!£! = 1 , jarg 51 / jt . The mapping h defined on
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(-TT, TT) by h(x) = e ^ is a horaeomorphism of
-i
(-77', TT) onto r and so h is a homeomorphism
of V onto (- TT, TT) . Then 9 = h" o u and
so is continuous on X-Z „
Since 9 £ C^(X-Z) and X is an F-space, by 2,1(d)
Q has a continuous extension 0' over X „ By
hypothesis, there exists a unitary element v £ 0 (X)
such that 0! = viO'f
Define a function g from X into R by
g(x) = 0(x) x € X-Z ,
= 37 v(x) x € Z
We then have u = elg . To show that g is continuous
on X , it is sufficient to check continuity at a
point xQ £ ^Z , the boundary of Z . Let (xw)
a net in X-Z which converges to x . Then using the°
o
method above, it can be shown that l0(x ) \ ► TT . Hence* * X tltf *W
g(x ) = e(x )w' K w
= v( x )je(x ) i
w w
-» v(z0) TT
and so g is continuous.
Corollary: Each element f £ 0„(X) has a souar
root. For with f = | f j eig , take f? = If! 2 e~^lg
1 1 1
j§6 Regular rings and P-spaces
Definition: A commutative ring S with identity is
said to be regular if and only if given a £ S , there
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o
exists x £ S such that a x = a
Definition; A completely regular space X is said to
be a P-space if and only if every zero-set Z is open.
It is easy to show that a P-space is a U-space. The
following result on P-spaces is proved in f 6j .
6.1 X is a P-space if and only if C (X) is regular,R
In terms of the ring 0 (X) we have the following.
6_.2 X is a P-space if and only if C (X) is regular.
proof; (a) . Suppose that C (X) is regular. Let
f £ C (X) . There exists g £ C (X) such that f = gf2.R O
2
Let g' be the real part of g . Then f = g'f ,
g* € C„(X) , so that G (X^ is regular and by 6.1 ,
k R
X is a P-space.
(b) . Suppose that X is a-P-space, and let
f = f + i f" € C (X) . Then Z(f') Q Z(fr<i + f"2) ,
c
Z(f") 2 Z(f'2 + f'"2) . Since Z(f') and Z(f;i) are
assumed to be open, f' and f" are multiples of
f' + fs'2 (see Problem ID of (5) ) . There exist
g' j gsf € C (X) such that
f< = g' (f?2 + f»2) and fi! = -g^f''0 + f"") .
It can then be verified that
f + i fif = (g' + i g")(f! + i f")" .
Hence C (X) is a regular ring.
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